Vision

The women of Afghanistan are leaders in a just, sustainable and inclusive peace process

Objective One
Raise awareness of the critical importance of women’s roles in the peace process

- Mullahs engage with local communities and educational institutions
- Regional and national TV, radio and print media campaigns

Objective Two
Increase the ability of provincial peace committee members to support and engage in the peace process

- Conflict resolution/mediation training provided to PPCs
- Advocacy and persuasion training to CSOs and other stakeholders

Objective Three
Establish support and advocacy networks for the provincial peace committees

- Actor mapping at local, regional and national levels
- Broad consultations and coordination with stakeholders groups

Objective Four
Undertake advocacy and lobbying for greater inclusion of women in the peace process

- Lobbying for a greater role for female members of PPCs
- Advocacy meetings with negotiation teams, HPC and other GIRoA stakeholders to get more women around the table
- Engagement with relevant international community actors

Promote Musharikat Promote in the Peace Process